
Safety and Security

At DTU Engineering Systems Design

Group, we use a systems engineering

approach to identify the complex

dependencies in cyber-physical systems,

including those leading to multi-stage cyber-

physical attacks. Examples include the safe

design of maritime and industrial equipment.

DTU Engineering Systems RiskLab

In collaboration with national and international

agencies, at DTU RiskLab we are developing

a risk identification toolkit coined the Cyber-

Physical Harm Analysis for Safety and

Security (CyPHASS). CyPHASS facilitates the

mitigation of safety and security risks in CPSs,

providing guidance to engineers, system

designers, and risk analysts.
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Socio technical systems are evolving into cyber-physical systems

(CPSs), enhancing performance and efficiency in autonomous

transportation, smart manufacturing and process plants, robotics,

and medical devices. However, digitalization in CPSs imply new

complexities and cybersecurity vulnerabilities that endanger the

safety of people, assets, and the natural environment. Both

unintentional malfunctions and intentional cyber-attacks could cause

cyber incidents that, in turn, could cascade into hazardous events in

the physical world. Examples include vehicle collisions, industrial

accidents, harm to patients using medical devices, among others.

Safety incidents in real-world CPSs:

In the industrial sector, the TRITON cyber-

attack in Saudi Arabia in 2017 demonstrated

an existential threat. Other well-known cyber-

physical incidents include the Stuxnet worm

impacting Iranian nuclear plants in 2010, the

German Steel Mill attack in 2014, Black

Energy in 2015 and Industroyer in 2016

malware attacks causing power blackouts in

Ukraine, as well as the global WannaCry and

NotPetya attacks in 2017.

In driverless vehicles, the Tesla and Uber

fatal crashes in 2018 demonstrated the need

to ensure the safety and robustness of ML

algorithms. A software flaw or a design error

can kill someone on the street.
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